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Ghost In The Storm (The Ghosts Book 4)
A woman seeking solace. A ghost hunter seeking the truth. And the storm that threatens both their lives. Sabrina Morningstar hides from her past in a beach house rumored to be haunted. When a ghost hunter disturbs her tranquil coastal life, she s forced to face her past
… and the storm to come. Grant Dalton exposes ghost frauds through a reality television show, and he s set his sites on Sabrina s supposedly haunted house. But when certain events have only paranormal explanations, he s faced with a shocking new reality. Can they
reconcile their differences and weather the storm, or are they doomed to perish when disaster strikes?
A gripping mystery with a classic feel: And Then There Were None meets The Silent Companions Winter 1917. As the First World War enters its most brutal phase, back home in England, everyone is seeking answers to the darkness that has seeped into their lives. At
Blackwater Abbey, on an island off the Devon coast, Lord Highmount has arranged a spiritualist gathering to contact his two sons who were lost in the conflict. But as his guests begin to arrive, it gradually becomes clear that each has something they would rather keep
hidden. Then, when a storm descends on the island, the guests will find themselves trapped. Soon one of their number will die. For Blackwater Abbey is haunted in more ways than one . . . An unrelentingly gripping mystery packed with twists and turns, A House of Ghosts is
the perfect chilling read this winter. 'Almost unbearably creepy and beautifully written' Liz Nugent, bestseller author of LYING IN WAIT 'A splendid tale of wartime skullduggery, featuring both kinds of spooks - perfect fireside reading' Mick Herron, CWA Gold Dagger Award
Winning author of DEAD LIONS 'Hugely enjoyable, A House of Ghosts has the bones of a taut thriller wrapped up in the gorgeous romance of its ghostly island setting' Jane Casey 'Perfect for a dark and stormy evening: a truly creepy and ingenious ghost story and murder
mystery with an irresistible setting' Ragnar Jonasson 'A thoroughly enjoyable novel that seemed to combine all my favourite things - history, crime, entertainingly spiky romance and an eerily evocative setting. An absolute treat' Elly Griffiths 'Spooks, spies, seances, things
that go bump in the night - A House of Ghosts has it all. A tremendously enjoyable, ingeniously-plotted take on the haunted house mystery. Best read before dark!' Tammy Cohen 'An atmospheric, hugely entertaining mystery that offers all the pleasures of a classic ghost
story - with an appealing dash of romance. William Ryan is a wonderful storyteller and A House of Ghosts will keep you up reading (and shivering) deep into the night' Antonia Hodgson
A gripping story from Kevin Crossley-Holland for Egmont s red banana series. Every day Annie walks by the lonely marsh from her remote cottage to school. Only in winter, when the wind howls in the trees, is Annie ever afraid. Her sister Willa is pregnant and Annie is
overjoyed when she comes home to have her baby. Annie tells Willa the names of local plants and Willa tells Annie about the ghost, murdered by highwaymen, who is said to haunt the old forge nearby. Then, on a terrible night, with the phone lines down, Willa goes into
labour. Annie is terrified of the ghost, but knows she must brave the storm to fetch help. As she ventures into the night, a horseman swings into view. He offers to take Annie to town. But who is this horseman? Red bananas are chapter books for newly fluent readers, suitable
for NC Level 3 readers. They are carefully designed illustrated books for both entertainment and education, supporting children s understanding of how to read longer books. Red bananas introduce similes and wordplay to encourage an understanding of more literary
concepts.
Fin is devastated by guilt when his sister, Ella, is kidnapped. She is snatched away from the house in the middle of a storm. As the kidnappers make their demands, Fin's guilt is replaced by a fierce determination to find his sister by whatever means he can, and bring the
criminals to justice. But as the drama unfolds, a complex web of family secrets is revealed. It emerges that Ella's kidnapping is revenge for mistakes Fin's father made, years before. The consequences will change all their lives forever.
Ghost in the Blood
Ghosts I have Met And some Others
Trace of a Ghost
S. T. O. R. M. the Ghostmaster
The Morgan's Rock Trilogy
Award-winning novelist Cherie Claire continues her paranormal mystery series as travel writer Viola Valentine takes a trek down the historic Natchez Trace of Mississippi. Traveling with her is an adventurous heiress who’s been dead since 1860 and a living fellow travel writer who’s not what he seems.
In the end, it’s a showdown between good and evil, and a bargain made with the devil at the crossroads may be Viola’s final undoing. Book Three in the Viola Valentine Paranormal Mystery Series. BOOK DETAILS • Contemporary paranormal mystery • Book Three of the Viola Valentine Mystery Series
• A full-length novel of 82,000 words • PG-13-rated content: Light sexuality • Set in Louisiana, Mississippi and the Deep South Books by Cherie Claire: The Viola Valentine Mystery Series A Ghost of a Chance Ghost Town Trace of a Ghost Ghost Trippin’ Give Up the Ghost The Ghost is Clear (novella)
The Cajun Embassy Ticket to Paradise Damn Yankees Gone Pecan The Cajun Series Emilie Rose Gabrielle Delphine A Cajun Dream The Letter Carnival Confessions: A Mardi Gras Novella Non-fiction titles by Cheré Coen: Magic’s in the Bag: Creating Spellbinding Gris Gris Bags and Sachets with
Jude Bradley Exploring Cajun Country: A Tour of Historic Acadiana Haunted Lafayette, Louisiana Forest Hill, Louisiana: A Bloom Town History
Ghost in the StormAzure Flame Media, LLC
Includes the plays Miss Julie, The Father, The Comrades and Creditors Miss Julie is Strindberg’s best known play, a naturalistic drama about an affair which involves a brutal struggle for ascendancy between the two sexes and two classes. The Father, an almost entirely one-sided rage against the power of
women over men, is also a plea for the feminine side of a man’s nature. The Comrades portrays artists living in Paris in what they consider to be a modern ‘bohemian’ marriage. In Creditors, Strindberg is in rare comic form, describing how a woman’s ex-husband gains her new husband’s confidences,
only to destroy him and his faith in his wife in one afternoon. Cast sizes are 3+, 8, 3, and 11 respectively.
Morgan's Rock is where jazz age ghosts seek revenge and nothing is what it seems. After author Megan Pressfield reveals the horrible secret hidden in the Hall of Shadows things quiet down for a while. However, Megan's attempts to reopen the historic elevator end in disaster but it won't be the last. As
Megan's pregnancy progresses she realizes that she made a horrible mistake--not all secrets should be revealed. As the paranormal activity at the historical home worsens Megan goes to extreme measures to protect herself and her unborn child. Can she rid herself and Morgan's Rock of the remaining
ghosts or has she inadvertently brought the Storm curse upon herself? The Ghost of Joanna Storm is Book Three in the Morgan's Rock series. Morgan's Rock The Haunting of Joanna Storm The Hall of Shadows The Ghost of Joanna Storm Read a sample of The Ghost of Joanna Storm or scroll up and grab
your copy now!
STORM
Storm Catchers
European Prints and Drawings of the Romantic Period
"No Incidents But a Ghost and a Storm"
Ghost in the Ashes
You can take the dead girl out of the country... Veronica Fischer, small-town bloodsucking madam, is an orphan or at least she finally feels that way. Jules, the one who made her, is gone and cleaning up
after him isn't something she ever thought she'd have to do. While her hometown seems to be turning against her, she's forced to set off for the bright lights of the big city with a carload of her
dysfunctional supernatural family, hoping not to have to face the Dragon of Chicago. Now she has to rescue a sister she didn't know she had, keep Rachel-her adopted 8-year-old ghost-safe, and try to keep
Pekin from unraveling under the onset of the coming storm. Sex, violence, and cryptic undead prophecy-all for fun and profit.
The extraordinarily moving, funny and original new novel from the author of the rapturously acclaimed BLOOM.
In 1771, Robert Burns, future national poet and folk hero of Scotland, has big problems.12-year-old Rab spends all of his time doing backbreaking work on his family's farm instead of attending school, but
when he finds a hag stone in one of the fields, everything changes.Looking through its circular hole, he sees witches gathering in a coming storm, and they've set their sights on his family. Can Rab save
his sisters from the clutches of the witches' coven before their Halloween ceremony in the old kirk?Filled with mystery and magic, Hag Storm is a spooky, historical adventure with a supernatural twist,
based on the life of Robert Burns and one of his most famous and best-loved poems, Tam O'Shanter.
Here is a new story of a woman's fight against an ancient evil in a world of swords, sorcery, intrigue, and danger. When her life is torn apart by sorcery and murder, young Caina Amalas joins the Ghosts,
the legendary spies and assassins of the Emperor of Nighmar. She learns the secrets of disguise and stealth, of assassination and infiltration. But even that might not be enough to save her. For the evil
that destroyed her family seeks to devour the entire world... Available for free in ebook format.
Ghost in the Storm
How Much It May Storm
The chamber plays (Storm; The burned site; The ghost sonata; The pelican; The black glove)
Miss Julie; The Father; Creditors; The Comrades
Book Two of the Coming Storm Trilogy
Caina is a Ghost nightfighter, one of the Emperor’s elite spies and assassins, and few enemies of the Empire ever escape her cunning. Yet all Caina’s wit and skill might not be enough to save her from a terrible fate. Sent to hunt down a cruel slave trader, Caina encounters something far
darker. An ancient evil, a thing of legend and terror. A creature that wants to corrupt her, heart and soul…
Winner of the Carnegie Medal, newly branded into the Red Banana series with appealing new cover look Annie lives with her elderly parents in a remote cottage. She is used to being alone. Every day she walks by the lonely marsh to school. Only in winter, when the wind howls in the trees, is
Annie ever afraid. Her sister Willa is pregnant and Annie is overjoyed when she comes home to have her baby. Annie tells Willa the names of local plants and Willa tells Annie about the ghost, murdered by highwaymen, who is said to haunt the old forge nearby. Then, on a terrible night, with
the phone lines down, Willa goes into labor. Annie is terrified of the ghost, but knows she must brave the storm to fetch help. As she ventures into the night, a horseman swings into view. He offers to take Annie to town. Before she can protest, Annie finds herself lifted on to his saddle and off
they set on an intense, dream-like journey. Only once he has deposited her safely on the doctor's doorstep, does the horseman reveal that he is the ghost she fears.
A mix of mystery and history, Gourmet Ghosts is a unique guide to more than 40 haunted bars and restaurants in Los Angeles. Including new and previously-unpublished stories, photographs and eyewitness accounts, this book also digs into the newspaper archives to find out if there's any
truth to the tales - and offers tips on the best food, drink and Happy Hours. From Downtown to Hollywood and from West Hollywood to the Westside, you can find out which booth to choose if you want to dine with a ghost, read about ""The Night Watchman"" at the Spring Arts Tower, walk in
the steps of ""Glover's Ghost"" at Yamashiro or examine the strange pictures from the Queen Mary and the Mandrake Bar. Your table is ready!
The superpowers hurtle towards global conflict, in this chillingly authentic vision of modern warfare.
The Storm Whale
Gourmet Ghosts - Los Angeles
The Ghost Machine
Ghost Storm
What Was on the Beach That Stormy Summer Night?

How can a place she's never been before feel so much like home? Hidden Bay is no ordinary town. And Melodie may not be an ordinary girl. As soon as she arrives, strange things begin to happen. There's Blake, the guy who's so familiar, though she's sure she's never met him; there's
the man who keeps appearing, who may not be a man at all; and there's the blackouts. Except that in the blackness, she's going somewhere. Somewhere other. Somewhere dark, and wet, and full of pain. And if she doesn't work out what it all means soon, it could be too late. For her.
For Blake. Perhaps for the whole town of Hidden Bay.
Reproduction of the original: Ghosts I have Met And some Others by John Kendrick Bangs
All Hager had to do was slow the dogsled to a walk, and his partner died. A perfect crime--no chance to get caught!
Alli-Kar, a white-hole portal from another universe, rains meteoroids onto the surface of the planet Kelanni. But the so-called "lodestones" behave according to different physical laws, transforming Kelanni's society. With the aid of the fearsome Keltar in their flying cloaks, the
Kelanni are being put to forced labor to mine the lodestones. Shann, an orphan with a fiery disposition, witnesses a battle between a Keltar and a stranger bearing a similar flying cloak. She tracks down the stranger, learning of the technology behind the Keltars' power and joining
him on a mission to free the slaves and cut off their supply of lodestones. Meanwhile Keris, a Keltar, is sent on a mission to track down the rebels. She is attacked by a flying creature and saved by the enigmatic Chandara. At their Great Tree, she learns that a mysterious "Prophet" is
out to destroy the Kelanni people. Their only hope is a powerful instrument hidden in the distant past. Pursued by Keltar, the party will encounter bizarre creatures, ancient technologies and terrifying dangers. Finally, they must seek to cross a massive storm barrier in order to reach
the other side of their world, where a world-shaking revelation awaits.
Something Upstairs
A Viola Valentine Mystery
The perfect spooky mystery for Halloween
The Hungry Ghost
A shaman's curse. A tempest of evil souls. Can one man stop a supernatural onslaught from destroying the people he loves? Successful attorney Jim Preston hates living in his late father's shadow. Eager to
leave his stress behind and validate his hard work, he takes his family on a lavish Florida vacation. But his plan turns to dust when a malicious shaman summons a tropical storm of soul-stealing spirits.
Though his skeptical lawyer mind disbelieves at first, Jim can't ignore the warnings when the violent wraiths forge a path of destruction. But after numerous unsuccessful escape attempts, his only hope of
protecting his wife and children is to confront an ancient demonic force head-on... or become its prisoner. Can Jim prove he's worth more than a fancy house or car and stop a brutal spectral horde from
killing everything he holds dear? Ghost Storm is a terrifying supernatural suspense novel. If you like mythic folklore, reluctant heroes, and stories of malevolent threats, then you'll love David Clark's
chilling tale. Buy Ghost Storm to battle a dark enemy today!
Jazz age ghosts reach out from the darkness in the halls of Morgan's Rock. When author Megan Pressfield comes to Morgan's Rock to work on the sequel to her bestselling novel and get a fresh start after
her painful divorce, she discovers the sprawling mansion has a mysterious past. Megan finds a beautiful dress in an armoire, and when she tries it on, she opens a doorway to the past--to 1932. Stepping
back in time as someone else, she experiences life as Joanna Storm, the legendary actress and heiress. But the experience comes with a price. Can Megan rewrite Joanna's tragic history? More importantly,
can she get back to her own time? As Megan digs into the history of Morgan's Rock, she learns the truth about the place and the reason for the intense hauntings. Will she be able to solve the paranormal
mysteries hidden, or will she too join the ranks of the undead at Morgan's Rock? Scroll back up and click BUY NOW to grab a copy of this exciting trilogy!
More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA
Ironically, psychic powers were the last thing on Melodie's mind. She thought she was just visiting the home town of her late great aunt to pack up her house, then move on again. But as soon as she
arrives, strange things begin to happen. There's Blake, the guy who's so familiar, though she's sure she's never met him; there's the man who keeps appearing, who may not be a man at all; and there's the
blackouts. Except that in the blackness, she's going somewhere. Somewhere other. Somewhere dark, and wet, and full of pain. And if she doesn't work out what it all means soon, it could be too late. For
her. For Blake. Perhaps for the whole town of Hidden Bay.
A House of Ghosts
Hag Storm
Strindberg: The Plays: Volume One
Cold Ghost
Storm Ghost
CAINA AMALAS is a Ghost nightfighter, one of the Emperor's elite spies and assassins. And though she remains anonymous, already legends grow around her. Whispers speak of the Ghost nightfighter who stopped the fire of the gods from consuming Rasadda, who defeated sorcerers of terrible power, who liberated
slaves and threw down cruel lords. Yet now the storm is coming to claim her... ARK spent five long years hunting for his missing wife and son. Now, at long last, he has found them again. When the storm comes, he will do anything to save them. No matter what the cost to himself... KYLON is a stormdancer of New
Kyre, master of the sword, wielder of the sorcery of air and water. The youngest man ever to claim the title of stormdancer, he will fight for the honor of his city and his sister. Even if he is doomed to fail... REZIR SHAHAN is an Emir of Istarinmul, a man of cruelty and power, a tyrant who rules over his slaves with a rod
of iron. For too long the commoners of the Empire have defied their rightful masters. When the storm comes, he will teach them to wear a slave's collar... ANDROMACHE is one of the nine archons of New Kyre, her lineage ancient, her authority vast. For the honor of her city, she will bring the storm of war to the
Empire. And when she does, her true master will reward her with dark power beyond imagining.
Ghost of a Storm is a gothic love story that spans almost a century. The story revolves around a magnificent Stanford White mansion that stands over the cliffs in Montauk, NY. On September 21, 1938, Montauk was devastated by a nor’easter. The Stanford White Mansions in Montauk, as well as the Manor, were
among the few structures that remained standing after the storm. Lynn has been invited to house sit for a mansion in Montauk. The fact that she is beautiful, talented, and smart is unfortunate for her because she is the exact prototype that her anti-hero, Sonya, has been waiting to end for a long time. Lynn will need to
evolve emotionally and spiritually before she can meet the powerful challenges that are coming her way.
She'll eat you up. A hungry ghost escapes from a dark realm into the human world, where it enters the unconscious body of a woman named Sam. When Sam appears to miraculously awaken from her accident-induced coma, her lesbian lover, alcoholic ex-husband, and well-meaning family must come together to try
and stop the ghost from devouring everything Sam once loved. Meanwhile, elsewhere in Boston, a mysterious new kitten has just been born who holds the key to understanding what has happened to Sam. Will Sam's loved ones be able to put things back in their proper place, or will the ghost destroy them first?
Get swept into the second, even more explosive STORM! Will, Andrew, and Gaia are a trio of teen geniuses, and they’re taking Venice by STORM. All over Italy, mysterious burglaries are making headlines—news footage shows a strange, spectral form at the crime scenes. The thefts are dubbed the work of Il
Fantasma: the Ghost. Through a series of twists, Will, Andrew, and Gaia discover that the Ghost is part of a larger and more sinister plot than they could have imagined, Armed with high-speed boats, sonar helmets, and tons of cool gear, STORM must face all manner of obstacles— even cyborg sharks!—to find and
stop the mind behind the mayhem.
The Sea of Storms
Bloody Ghost Stories
Sabrina's Storm (a novella)
Real Ghost Stories
Storm: The Ghost Machine
Noi and his father live in a house by the sea, hisfather works hard as a fisherman and Noi often has only their six cats for company. So when, one day, he finds a baby whale washed up on the beach after a storm, Noi is
excited and takes it home to care for it. He tries to keep his new friend a secret, but but there's only so long you can keep a whale in the bath without your dad finding out. Noi is eventually persuaded that the whale
has to go back to the sea where it belongs. For Noi, even though he can't keep it, the arrival of the whale changes his life for the better - the perfect gift from one friend to another. Winner of the 2014 inaugural
Oscar's First Book Prizein association with the Evening Standard.
Two high-profile burglaries have hit the headlines in Venice, and CCTV footage sent to S.T.O.R.M. shows a strange spectral form at the crime scenes. Can S.T.O.R.M. find the mind behind the mayhem?
After moving to Providence, Rhode Island, Kenny discovers that his new house is haunted by the spirit of a black slave boy who asks Kenny to return with him to the early nineteenth century and prevent his murder by slave
traders.
Caina Amalas is a Ghost nightfighter, one of the elite agents of the Emperor of Nighmar, and she has defeated both corrupt lords and mighty sorcerers. As the Padishah of Istarinmul prepares to make peace with the Emperor,
the Ghosts must keep the Padishah’s ambassador safe from assassins. But when an escaped slave begs for Caina’s help, she finds dark plots stirring in the shadows. Plots that threaten to devour the Empire and unleash
terrible horrors.
Distant Thunder
Ghost of a Storm
Red Storm Rising
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STORM are . . . Will Knight: 14. Inventive genius. Creates cutting-edge gadgets. Andrew Minkel: 14. Software millionaire. Founder of STORM. Gaia: 14. Brilliant chemist with a habit of blowing stuff up. Two high profile burglaries have hit the headlines in Venice. CCTV footage shows a strange
spectral form at the crime scenes and the thefts are soon dubbed the work of Il Fantasma – The Ghost. STORM – called to investigate – suspect that the Ghost is part of a larger, more sinister plan – involving a secret cult, quantum computers, and a plot to plunge the world into chaos . . . Armed with
brilliant brains, high-speed boats and a mass of mind-boggling gadgets can STORM find the mind behind the mayhem – the unknown Ghostmaster? Biographies
Jena Tasley lives with her grandparants in southern California. School has ended and now that its summer, Jena has time to go out with her friends. One night, Jena snuck out after being stuck inside all day. While she's out, she meets a strange boy who she knows is hiding something. When her friends,
Lizzie and Todd, discover what happened that night, they all go searching for this mysterious boy. They're shocked to learn that the boy is a ghost named William. Soon, they befriend him and try to help William discover what happened in his past, two hundred years ago. While they do so, someone is
trying to stop them from uncovering the truth that William is stuck and unable to go home. Now, Jena has to keep her friends and herself safe while helping William at the same time before things get too out of control.
The Ghost of Joanna Storm
S.T.O.R.M. - The Ghostmaster
Lodestone Book One
Child of the Ghosts
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